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THEORETICAL STUDIES OF MOLECULAR IONS.

VERTICAL DET ACHMENT ENERGY OF OH-
~
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The 11;+-2ni vertical electron detachment energy of OH-' is studied using a basis of twenty Slater-type orbitaIs
in our equations-of-motion (EOM) theory of molecular electron affinities and ionization potentials. The delicate bal-
ance between the contnbutions of orbital reorganization eCfects and correlation energy change to the calculated

- negative-ion detachment energy is demonstrated clearly. Comparisons are made with the results oCvery precise ex-
perimental photodetachment measurements and with other theoretical predictions.

1. Introduction

The energetics of the gas-phasedetachment of an
electron from the hydroxide anion was first probed in
a thorough manner by Smith and Branscomb [I] in
1955. More recently Branscomb [2], Hotop et al. [3],
and Celotta et al. [4] used laser light sources and
higher resolution instruments to determine the detach-
ment threshold to a greater degree of precision. The
results of these excellent experimental studies allow
us to conclude that the bond lengths Re and vibration-
al frequencies~e of OH and OH- are very nearly the
same and that the detachment energy of OH- is
1.825 :t 0.002 eV. Because luJe(OH)- we(OH-)I~
0.016 eV and lRe(OH) -Re(OH-)1 ~0.001 au, the
experimental detachment results, which measure
E(OH,2ni,v=0) -E(OH-, 1~+,v=O)should agree to
within 0.02 eV with either the vertical electron de-
tachment energy of OH- or the vertical electron af.
finity of OH. Thus, the comparison of our calcuIated
vertical electronic energy difference with the experi-
mentally determined v=O~ v=Othreshold is entirely
appropriate for this specificnegative molecular ion....

The pioneering theoretical work on the electron af-
fUlityofOH wascarried out by Cade [5] in 1967. In
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his very important work on negativemolecular ions,
extended-basisHartree-F ock calculations were per-
formed on both OH and OH- at many internuclear
distances. Cade then used the known change in corre-
lation energy !::.Ecorr.which accompanies ionization of
the isoelectronicNe atom, together with an approxi-
mate correction for the nuclear-chargedependence of
!::'Ecorr.,to obtain his prediction of 1.91 eV for the
electron affUlityof OH. In performing these calcula-
tions, Cade found that the Koopmans' theorem [6]
detachment energyof OH- was 2.90 eV for his basis,
while the difference in the SCF energiesof OH and
OH- at R =1.795 au predicted an electron affinity of
-0.10 eV for OH. These results show clearly that
both orbital relaxatioriand correlation energy change
which accompany removal of an electron play very
important roles in determining the detachment ener-
gy of OH-. It follows that any calculation whose aim
is the prediction of an ion-molecule energy differ-
ence must treat these two competing effects proper.
ly and on equal footing.

In section,2of this paper, we briefly discuss a
direct-calculationapproach which satisfies the above
requirement and which we have employed [7,8] in
our studies of the ionization potentials of HF and N2
as wellas thepresent investigationofthe vertical elec-
tron detachment energyofOH-. Section 3 contains an
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analysis of oUr results, a comparison with experimental
and other theoretical predictions, and our concluding
remarks.

.',

2. The eq~ati(ms-of-motiontheory

In an earlier publication [9], we succeeded in devel-
oping a quantum chemical method whi~hpermits us
to calculate ion-molecule energy differences directly,
rather than as a result of two separate variational cal-
culations on the molecule and the ion. In our theory,
factors which, through third order in the electron in-

teractions 'iiI, contribute equally to the energiesof
the ion and molecule are formally cancelled. Only the
energy difference, which is accurate through third or-
der [10], is actually calculated.

Moreover,we have demonstrated [7,8] that oUr
technique can be used to separately assessthe contri-
butions of orbital reorganization and correlation ener-
gy changeto the calculated ionization energy. In car-
rying out such analyseson HF and N2, we found that
the effects due to orbital relaxation are most impor-
tant for ionizations of these neutral species.However,
if one is interested in obtaining ionization potentials
which are accurate to within 1 eV, both the correla-
tion energy changewhich accompaniesionization and
the orbital reorganization effects must be handled
properly. This conclusion bears even more heavily on
the researchwhich is presented in this paper, because
an error of 1 eV is intolerable when one is studying
the detachment energy of a negative ion; the detach-
ment energyitself is of the order of one or two eV's
or less.

In our EOMapproach, the electron affinity or ion-
ization potential (-AE) of a closed-shellspecies* is
obtained by solvinga matrix pseudo-eigenvalueprob-
lem.

H(AE)X= M:X, O)

where the elements of the H(AE) matrix are given in
terms of the Hartree-Fock orbital energiesand two-

* At present our theory is restricted to studying ion-neutral
energy differences in which either the ion or the neutral is
c1osed-shelJ.We are currently in the process of extending
our method to permit the study of systems in which both
the ion and neutral are open-shell.
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eIectron integrals of the parent in eqs. (31 )-(37) o
ref. [9]. For the sake ofbrevity, these equations1
not be reproduced here. In the calculations reportl
here, the OH - X Ik+ ion is identified as the closed1

shelI parent and the vertical detachment energy is
computed as the lowest ionization potential of this
parent. The other pseudo-eigenvalues of H(M) cor.
respond to higher ionization potentials in which tb
daughter OH is exeited [9]. In this paper, our disc,
sion is limited to the vertical detachment of an ele

tron from Xl k+ OH- to the 2ni state of OH. .~
In solving eq. (1) using the iterative procedure de

scribed in refs. [7-9], the fact that H(M') is block
diagonaIized according to molecular symmetry redu
the problemto one of findinga specificpseudo- -

eigenvalue of the n-block of H(AE). Beginning the
iterative process with M: approximated by the orbit
energy of the occupied n-orbital of OH- (Koopmam

theorem) allows us to converge to thedesired 2ni iOI
ization energy. The methods which are used to accel
erate the eonvergence of the iterative procedure are
discussed in refs. [7-9].

As was shown in ref. [9] and subsequently applied
to studies ofthe ionization potentials [7,8] ofHF .

and N2' the matrix H(M') appearing in our EOM the~
ory can be decomposed into two components each oC
which has a specific physical meaning:

H(M') = HO) + H(2) .

H(l)contains the Koopmans' theorem estimate ofthe
ionization energy and the contributions which are
made by orbital relaxation or charge redistribution
effects. The second component H(2) treats the change.
in electron correlation energy which accompanies ".

either removal or addition of an electron to the paren

species. Of course, this decomposition of H(M) doei
not rigorously imply that the calculated detachment
energy (-M:) is a sum of two term s each due to one
of the physical effeets described above. However, a
comparison of the SCF results of other investigators'

with oUr EOM results on the ionization potentials of
HF and N2 in which H(2) is excluded gives evidence:
that the effects of mixing or interference between
HO) and H(2) on the computed M: are smalI. Thus,

it is oUr feeling that the value of M: which is obtain~

** See refs. [7,8) for a detailed discussion of these compari;.
sons.
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by fmding the appropriate pseudo-eigenvalueof
H(l)(AE) represents a valid EOMapproximation to
the parent-daughter SCF energydifference. In table 2,
we present such approximate SCF detachment ener.
gies for the OH- ion being studied in the present
work.

3. ResuIts and discussion

In carrying out the EOMcalculations described
here, we employed two atomie orbital basesconsist-
ing of Slater-type functions whose orbital exponents
were taken from the bases of Cade [5] for OH- and
of Cade and Huo [II] for OH. Information descnbing
one of oUrbases and the essential resuIts of the SCF
calculation on the parent X lL+OH- for this.basis is
givenin table l. Another basis of twenty orbitals
which is formed by replacing the two O 3d". functions
by two O Is functions with orbital exponents equal to
12.3850 and 2.3507 has alsobeen used here and willbe

referred to asbasis(O 3d".-+ls). The SCF energyfor ba.
sis (O 3d".-+ls) is-75.3871 au which isa very substantial

improvement over the SCF energy reported in table 1.
Oearly, this large difference in SCF energies is due to the
fact that the lowest energy orbital ofOH-, which is large-
ly O Is in character, is described more accurately in basis
(O 3d".-+1s) than in the basis of table l. That is, basis
(03d1l' -+ Is) gives an improved descnption of the core
electrons of OH- whereas the basis which contains

the O 3d". polanzation functions gives a better descrip-
tion of the 1rvalence electrons.

To clarify our reasons for working with the basis
given in table l, which admittedly gives a rather poor
descnption of the lowest molecular orbital of OH-,
let us now tum to a discussion of the computed elec-
tron detachment energies which result from our third-
order EOM calculations. As shown in table 2, the ver.

tieal detachment energies computed using the basis of
table l and the basis (03d1l' -+ls) differ by only 0.02
eV and are within 0.10 eV ofthe expenmental result
quoted by Lineberger et al. [3]. The important obser-
vation which should be made here is that the basis

given in table l, which yields a poor SCF energy for
the reasons explained above, is capable of yielding a
very accurate detachment energy. The improved de.

Table l
20-function Hartree-Fock wavefunetionfor OH-.R =1.781 aU,E =-75.0060au,~to= -20.1677,e20=-0.9028, e30=
-0.2044, et". = -0.1124

Table 2
Summary of the eleetron detaehment energy caleulations on X ll:+ OH- - e - + X 2ni OH (energies in eV)

a) Our approximation to the ion-neutral SCF energy difference obtained by negleeting the eorrelation eontribution to H(~).
b) On a Univae ll08 eomputer, the SCF proeedure and two-eleetron integral transformation required S minutes; the EOM de.

taehment energy calculation required 3 minutes.

~
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o atomie orbitais lo 20 30 ". atomie orbitais l".

Ols (7.0168) 1.0250 -0.2549 0.0713 O 2p (0.9504) 0.3295

O 2s (1.5729) 0.0943 0.4841 -0.3726 O 2p (2.0624) 0.4041

O 2p (1.0227) 0.3224 0.0281 0.075 I 02p (3.7529) 0.2527

His (1.1986) -0.1220 -0.0840 0.5996 O 2p (1.2659) 0.1354

O 2s (2.8646) -0.0958 0.5415 -0.1611 O 3d (1.6635) 0.0311
O 2p (2.1172) -0.0099 0.1038 0.6252 H2p (1.7699) 0.0321

HIs (2.4385) 0.0294 0.1082 -0.0320
H 2p (2.3003) 0.0577 0.1141 -0.0489

Basis used Koopmans' theorem -SCFa) \. EOMb) Experiment (3)

basis of table l 3.06 -0.20 1.76
1.825 :t 0.002

basis (O 3d1l'-ls) 3.05 -0.15 1.74
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scription of the core eIectrons which is achieved by
usingbasis (O3d1l-.1 s) is not needed for the detach.
ment energy caIculation. In fact, the presence of the
03d1l orbitals, which improve the description of the
vaIenceelectron space,yields a'slightly better 'detach.
ment energy. Wehave made analogousobservations
(7,8] in the course of our studies of the vertical ioni-
zation potentials of HF and N2' as have Sasaki and
y oshimine [I2] in their investigationsof theeIectron
affinities o['B, C, N, O, and F. Weare thus led 10 eon-
c1udethat, even for first-row atoms, an accurate de-
scription of the core orbitals is not essential if one is
interested in computing valence.shellionization ener.
gies.

To assessthe contributions of orbital relaxation
and correlation energy change to the computed de.
tachment energy of OH-, we refer to the results label.
ed MSCF in tabIe 2. These results constitute our ap.
proximation, for the two bases employed, to the ion-
neutral Hartree-Fockenergy difference. They were
obtained, as described earlier, by deleting the correla-
tion contributions (H(2» to the matrix H(AE) in our
iterative solution of eq. (1). The fact that such
Hartree-Fock levelcalculations predict a negative de.
tachment energy for OH-, which is in agreement with
Cade's earlier observation [5], implies that the ion-
molecule correlation energy difference must be prop-
erly treated if one is to have any hope of understand-
ing the stability of negative ions. Because the detach-
ment energiesof negative ions are commonly of the
same magnitude as the ion-'1eutral correIation ener.
gy differences, the neglect ar improper treatment of
correIation effects is intoIerable.

In conc1usion,we have shown that the EOM the.
ory of molecular electron affinities and ionization po.
tentials developed in ref. [9] is capable of yielding the
vertical electron detachment energy of X 11:+OH- to
within 0.1 eV. Wehave also demonstrated that a high.
ly accurate description of the core orbital oCOH- is
not essential to an accurate calculation of the 2ni vaI-
ence electron detachment energy. Finally, an investi-
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gation oCthe roles oCorbital reIaxation and correla.
tion energy change in determining the ion-molecule
energy diCference has led to the conc1usion that both
of these effects must be treated properly in any study
of negative molecuIar ions.

At present we are not only extending our EOM in-
vestigations of the detachment energies of chemically
interesting negative ions but we are also using our
EOM method to calculate photoionization croSs sec-
tions of neutral molecules, detachment cross sections

oCnegative ions, and the first-order reduced density
matrices of c1osed-shell species [13]. Results of these
studies should be appearing shortly.
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